
Some pleasant and educative activities...

http://www.pysycache.org/

Pysycache is an educative software for teach at children the mouse utilisation (move, click) by
five pleasant activities.

Adapted to young peoples (4 to 7 years), Pysycache proposes big
buttons, a mouse that cannot go out of the screen, some
congratulations when level is finished.

For each activity, three levels of difficulty are available (easy, middle
or difficult) and two game modes (one free and other directive).

For each activiy, there are several themes for make utilisation more
pleasant (and you can make your own themes !) as ABCBook,
numbers, animals, plants or sports...

Learn the m
ouse

becom
es 

a child's play !

The �double-click�
activity teaches to
double click with
the mouse

The  �clic�
activity
teaches  to
click  with  a
mouse button



...some evolve themes...

By default, PySyCache

provides  50 pictures,

but you can download

more than 250 pictures

in 22 additionnal

themes. 

An explication of the working of

theme is given to you, models for

build your own themes are available.

A pedagogic goint out  ? A  walk

with the classroom ? Take your

camera and then add your

photographies in the pysycache

activities. You can interchange your

themes with other classrooms !

... accomodated at the age and level of kids.

Not one of childs have the same

level, it's for this reason that

Pysycache provides three level

for each activity  (easy, medium

and difficult) and a default level

for each user !

Thanks to the creation of personel

profile, each children conserves it's

own parameters of game or can make

them higher  from a session to an

other. 

As them, become �Pysycachers� !

http://www.pysycache.org/

PySyCache is used in schools :

� in France

� in Spain (region of Extramadura)

� in Italy

There is some articles about Pysycache on web sites of  CNDP
(France and Quebec), Clubic, Association des Paralysés de
France...


